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i- NOTE T0: Chet Poslusny, DAR,' NRR /

| FROM: Robert Palla, PRAB, DREP, NRR

SUBJECT: FAX TO GE DOCUMENTING REMAINING CONCERNS RECARDING GE's DCM
ANALYSIS

J

I have enclosed a fax I sent to Carol Bucholz, GE, on 6/5/92 identifying a -
number of remaining concerns with the GE DCH analysis. This information was
provided to GE to allow them time to evaluate these issues, and report the-
results of their assessment during the June 12 and 15 meeting.

Enclosure: as stated
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REMAINING CONCERNS REGARDING GE DCH DET ANALYSIS-
-

i 1. Baseline containment pressure values for each class (p.
4) need to be supported by comparisons to other analyses.,

Analyses reported by BNL -(ABWR evaluation report) and*

ORNL (NUREG/CR-5565) indicate that the baseline pressure
for the " low" case may be 32-42 psia, in contrast to GE's'

nominal value of 22 psia. (This may be due to lower H2-

production, and earlier times to vessel failure in the
GE calculations.)

'

2. The same split fractions for the mode of vessel failure
(MODRVFAIL) were used for all sequences, e.g., early and

'

late core melts, and _ sequences with high .and low
containment pressure (p. 6). Justification for the use.

of the came value should be provided since sequence
timing and - RPV pressure influences the likelihood of

; local versus creep-rupture failure of the RPV.
Comparison with results of ORNL calculations _and other
calculations using mechanistic codes should also be
provided to substantiate the range and split fractions.

The discussion should also be expanded to address how the
'

phenomenon of hole ablation during blowdown is accounted
for in the analysis, and why the NUREG and CSNI
information is applicable to the ABWR, Justification

; should also be provided for_not treating intermediate
'

hole sizes, such as 2 square meters.

l 3. Additional bases are needed to support the selection of
the ranges used for RVCORMASS (p. 7). These estimates

; should account for the ORNL characterization of core melt'

progression and vessel failure, e.g., initial pours of
metallic components. A comparison with results of-,

existing calculations using state-of-the-art codes (such
as the ORNL BWRSAR code) should also be provided.

,

i 4. Additional bases are needed to support the selection of
'

the split fractions used for RVCORMASS (p. 7). Again,
i comparisc.ms to state-of-the-art code predictions should

be provid M.
,
4

i 5. The validity eF the HPME node in the DET needs to be
further subrr.tiated by reference to appropriate post--

NUREG/CR-4550 experiments and/or analyses (p. 7).
| Without such justification, this node appears to be

arbitrary and subjective, and unwarranted in this.

analysis.

- 6. Justification for the values for each of the components
of "F-frag" is needed (p. 10). In particular, "F-
downcomer" appears inconsistent with the results of DCH

j experiments, which suggest that the bulk of the core
debris leaves the reactor cavity (in contrast, the GE

i
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i analysis assumes credit for retention of-25% to 75% of
the debris leaving the vessel). Also, "F-split-updw"'

appears to take inappropriate credit for deb.-is transport-
;

toward the pool. No (significant) credit shodd be given
to debris removal by transport to the pool until the
vents are estimated to clear, since the debris continues,

to interact with the atmosphere up_ to that time.
Justification for the remaining parameters is also-,

| needed, such as references to relevant separate effects
tests conducted as part of either the NRC/ industry'

; research program, or more fundamental hydrodynamics
research.,

.

. 7. The manner in which the "F-frag" distribution is
j represented by' discrete regimes should be explored by

additional sensitivity calculations (p. 10). These
calculations should address the use of alternative
discrotization schemes, e.g., the use of 4 rather than

; 3 regimes.

8. The purpose of the thecretical development, and how it
supports the DET analysis needs to be clarified (p. 11 -

: 13). Specific items which should be addressed include:
(1) how the sweepout velocities for the ABWR
configuration should compare to those for a cavity like
Zion, based on the ANL results, and (2) how the
Kutateladze number of 0.2 relater to the blowdown for the'

ABWR (including blowdown at 200 psia).
3

9. Combustion / recombination of hydrogen with residual oxygen'

d in containment should be accounted for in estimating
"

energy addition to the atmosphere. This phenomena can
be expected to occur due to a downward shift in
flammability limits at the high drywell temperatures
which would exist during the DCH event.'

i
i 10. Additional comparisons of the various entrainment models

is warranted in view of the importance of this parameter,

to results (p. 17). This should include more detailed4

i discussion of the Henry and ANL correlations, and
possibly idditional sensitivity analyses using these
correlatio.s.

i
'

11. The basis for neglecting the volume of the lower drywell
i in the simplified, 2-compartment calculation is unclear

(p. 18). This appears to be an unnecessary conservatism,

i 12. The assumption of a steam mass fraction of 1 n N tha
drywell appears unrealistic based on review of BNL

i calculations for the ABWR (p. 19). These calculations
indicate that non-condensibles would account for about

; 50% of the baseline containment pressure.

13. The assumption that 20% of the debris entrained at any

4
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iristant is zirconium is inconsistent with estimates from |

more mechanistic models of core melt progression and4
,

vessel failure for BWRs (p. 19). Furthermore, the GE
'

model neglects oxidation of other metallic constituents
in the melt, particularly chromium and iron. The ORNL,

model, which is considered to be the most relevant model ,

;i for the ABWR, predicts an initial pour of essentially all
' metallic debris, followed by subsequent pours of oxidic
i debris. The values of 20% assumed in the GE base case,

and 40% assumed in the sensitivity calculation (p. 22),

do not adequately represent this high metallic content,
; and tne potential energy addition from oxidation of

chromium and iron. The DET analysis should be rcodified
: to include zirconium oxidation fraction (and the

oxidation of other metals in the melt) as a separate
] uncertainty variable. in the analysis, or to otherwise
'

account for this disparity.
.I

| 14. The base case containment failure probability of 0.14 is
inca"sistent with the end state value (0.17) reported on;

| Figure 6 for this case (p. 20).
,

i 15. The sensitivity analyses indicate that DET results are
5

most sensitive to variations in the dispersal time
constant. The observed variations in peak pressures of
20 psia result in pressures which approach / exceed,

containment pressure capacity and can potentially alter4

the results of the analyses. Due to the scnsitivity to,

, this parameter, as well as the large uncertainty in
'

assigning a single value, the dispersal time constant
L should be considered as a separate variable in the DET.
:

16. The sensitivity of results (probability-of containment
failure) to variations in peak calculated pressure should

; be assessed as a separate sensitivity. Specifically, the
'

probability of contain;aent failure for each of the 3
; cases (Figures 1, 2, and 3) should be reported for the
I situation that all calculated peak pressures are

systematically high or low by various factors, e.g., 10
! psia, 20 psia, 30 psia.
t

: 17. The reported conditional probability of high RPV pressure-
'

at vessel failure (0.017) appears far too low considering
[ that: (1) Class IA and Class. IIIA accidents, which

involve failure to depressurize, account for greater than
! 30% of the total core damage frequency, and (2) actions-

to arrest core damage in-vessel- (using fire water) tend
to reduce the frequencf of RPV .* allure at low pressure,

i making failure at high pressure an even greater r-lative
contributor. A detailed breakdown of core melt frequency,

and RPV failure frequency, before and after recovery
actions is needed. This breakdown should be provided for
both internal and seismic events, and should distinguish,

i between high and low pressure at core melt and at RPV

I
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18. No information is provided regarding the calcula.ted vent
clearing time, other than the value reported in the
sample output on p.49. . Calculated times to vent clearing
and peak pressurization should be provided for each of-
the sensitivity cases.

19. A revised analysis incorporating the modifications
indicated above should be performed and submitted.
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